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Abstract(
*
Expressive*sonic*interaction*with*sound*synthesizers*requires*the*control*of*a*continuous*and*high*dimensional*
space.* Further,* the* relationship* between* synthesis* variables* and* timbre* of* the* generated* sound* is* typically*
complex* or* unknown* to* users.* In* previous* works,* we* presented* an* unsupervised* mapping* method* based* on*
machine* listening* and* machine* learning* techniques,* which* addresses* these* challenges* by* providing* a* lowK
dimensional* and* perceptually* related* timbre* control* space.* The* mapping* maximizes* the* breadth* of* the* exK
plorable*sonic*space*covered*by*the*sound*synthesizer,*and*minimizes*possible*timbre*losses*due*to*the*lowK
dimensional*control.*The*mapping*is*generated*automatically*by*a*system*requiring*little*input*from*users.*In*
this*paper*we*present*an*improved*method*and*an*optimized*implementation*that*drastically*reduce*the*time*
for*timbre*analysis*and*mapping*computation.*Here*we*introduce*the*use*of*the*extreme*learning*machines*
for*the*regression*from*control*to*timbre*spaces,*and*an*interactive*approach*for*the*analysis*of*the*synthesizK
er*sonic*response,*performed*as*users*explore*the*parameters*of*the*instrument.*This*work*is*implemented*in*a*
generic* and* openKsource* tool* that* enables* the* computation* of* ad* hoc* synthesis* mappings* through* timbre*
spaces,*facilitating*and*speeding*up*the*workflow*to*get*a*customized*sonic*control*system.*
Keywords:*interactive*timbre*space,*generative*mapping,*perceptual*sound*synthesis.*
*

1.(Introduction((
The*sonic*potential*of*synthesiser*has*been*
constantly* progressing* in* the* past* decades,*
supported* by* novel* techniques* and* rapid* adK
vances* in* related* technologies.* These* devices*
provide* almost* boundless* resources* for* the*
creative* task* of* composers,* designers,* and*
musicians.* Users* directly* interact* with* variaK
bles*of*the*synthesis*algorithm,*as*in*the*early*
days* of* sound* synthesiser,* when* these* were*
mostly* operated* by* engineers* and* scientists.*
Generating* a* sound* with* intended* timbre*
characteristics* requires* sufficient* control* intiK
macy* (Fels,* 2000;* Moore,* 1988)* that* implies*
the* knowledge* of* the* relationship* between*
parameters* and* sonic* output,* which* may* be*
complex.* Most* synthesis* methods* present* a*
weak*or*missing*relationship*to*sound*percepK

tion*models*(Wishart,*1996).*This*determines*a*
sound*interaction*that*is*object*oriented*rather*
than* model* oriented.* Existing* control* strateK
gies* are* typically* processKbased* rather* than*
resultKbased,*which*is*unusual*in*Human*ComK
puter* Interaction* (HCI).* This* can* drastically*
limit*the*efficiency*of*users’*creative*workflow.*
The*time*spent*in*implementing*a*sonic*intent*
may*exceed*the*time*spent*in*conceptualizing*
the* ideas,* contradicting* the* creative* nature* of*
the*task.*Mapping*strategies*have*contributed*
in* easing* the* complexity* and* boosting* the* exK
pressivity* of* the* interaction* (Miranda* &*
Wanderley,*2006).*The*use*of*machine*learning*
techniques* for* mapping* the* user* input* to* inK
strument* parameters* has* been* proposed* too.*
However,* the* control* abstraction* has* not*
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changed* and* the* full* exploitation* of* the* synK
thesis*potential*is*still*challenging*for*users.*
To*address*this*problem,*control*strategies*
that* map* the* user* input* onto* synthesis* variaK
bles* through* timbre* spaces* or* perceptually*
related* layers,* reviewed* in* Section* 2,* have* reK
cently* proliferated.* Along* this* line,* in* our* preK
vious* works* (Fasciani,* 2014;* Fasciani* &* Wyse,*
2012,* 2015)* we* introduced* a* control* method,*
implemented* in* an* openKsource* software,*
which* concurrently* address* the* high* dimenK
sionality* of* synthesis* control* spaces* and* the*
lack* of* relationship* between* variation* of* conK
trol*parameters*and*the*timbre*of*the*generatK
ed* sound.* In* addition,* our* work* introduced* an*
unsupervised*and*automated*generative*mapK
ping,* independent* of* the* synthesis* algorithm*
and* implementation,* which* does* not* require*
users*to*provide*training*data.*Machine*listenK
ing* and* machine* learning* techniques* are* emK
ployed*to*compute*mappings*that,*given*a*set*
of* synthesis* variable* parameters,* maximize*
the*breadth*of*the*explorable*perceptual*sonic*
space* covered* by* the* synthesizer,* and* miniK
mize* the* possible* timbre* losses* due* to* the*
lower*dimensionality*of*the*control.*The*resultK
ing*interactive*timbre*space*can*drive*simultaK
neously* any* number* of* parameters,* and* it* is*
adapted* to* generic* controllers,* with* compoK
nents*are*directly*mapped*onto*the*most*varyK
ing*timbral*characteristics*of*the*sound.*
A* usability* limitation* of* our* system* is* the*
time*required*for*the*mapping*generation.*This*
includes*the*time*for*executing*the*automated*
parametersKtoKsound* analysis* of* the* specific*
synthesizer* (it* generates* the* training* data),*
and* the* time* to* compute* the* mapping* with*
machine* learning* algorithms.* The* time* inK
creases*exponentially*with*the*number*of*synK
thesis*parameters*users*aim*to*control*through*
the* timbre* space.* Here* we* address* this* issue*
introducing* improvements* in* method* and* imK
plementation.* The* adoption* of* the* Extreme*
Learning* Machines* (ELM)* algorithm* (Huang,*
Zhu,*&*Siew,*2006)*to*train*the*Artificial*Neural*
Network*(ANN)*performing*the*regression*beK
tween* control* and* timbre* space,* significantly*
reduces* computation* time* and* improves* the*
accuracy.* Further* reduction* is* achieved* perK
forming* the* parametersKtoKsound* analysis* inK
teractively*as*users*operate*the*synthesizer.*

The*system*described*in*this*paper*enables*
users* to* compute* ad* hoc* timbreKoriented* inK
teraction,* reducing* the* dimensionality* of* synK
thesis* control* space* without* losing* timbre* exK
pressivity,* which* is* central* in* modern* music,*
despite* its* high* dimensionality* and* blurry* sciK
entific* definition* (Risset* &* Wessel,* 1999).* The*
sense* of* hearing* provides* a* secondary* feedK
back*on*performerKinstrument*interaction,*but*
for*digital*musical*instrument*this*relationship*
can*be*loose.*This*work*provides*a*tighter*relaK
tionship* between* control* and* sound* percepK
tion,*independently*of*the*specific*control*moK
dality.*It*contributes*to*a*reduction*in*the*overK
head* for* the* realization* of* sonic* intent* arising*
by* the* complexity* of* sound* generation* algoK
rithms.* * Further,* it* supports* users’* customizaK
tion* of* instrument* mapping* while* minimizing*
setup* time* and* effort.* Figure* 1* illustrates* the*
traditional* synthesis* control* method* against*
the* proposed* one,* which* hides* the* technical*
parameters* and* provides* higher* correlation*
between*sound*and*user*input.*

*
Figure(1:(Diagrams*of*a)*traditional*and*b)*proK
posed* synthesis* control* method.* The* introducK
tion*of*the*timbre*space*hides*the*technical*paK
rameter* and* reduces* the* dimensionality* of* the*
control.*
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The* rest* of* the* paper* is* organized* as* folK
lows.* In* Section* 2* we* present* a* survey* on*
methods* for* perceptually* related* sound* synK
thesis* control.* Section* 3* includes* a* brief* sumK
mary* of* our* generative* mapping* strategy* and*
sonic*interaction.*In*Section*4*we*introduce*the*
interactive* and* optimized* the* mapping* comK
putation.* Section* 5* describes* system* integraK
tion* and* implementation.* Conclusion* and* fuK
ture*work*are*discussed*in*Section*6.*

2.(Perceptually(related(synthesis(control(
strategies(
A*synthesis*control*strategy*is*perceptually*
related* when* it* explicitly* manipulates* timbral*
attributes* of* the* generated* sound.* Timbre* is*
considered* “the* psychoacoustician's* multidiK
mensional* wasteKbasket* category* for* everyK
thing*that*cannot*be*labeled*pitch*or*loudness”*
(McAdams* &* Bergman,* 1979),* or* the* attribute*
that* allows* to* distinguish* two* sounds* with*
equal* pitch* and* loudness.* Timbre* as* a* whole*
can* be* measured* only* at* nominal* level.* It* can*
be*represented*with*a*high*dimensional*space,*
whose* individual* components* are* acoustic* orK
dinal* descriptors* (e.g.* brightness,* noisiness,*
color,* attack,* decay,* vibrato,* tremolo).* For* an*
accurate* representation,* the* computation* of*
the* descriptors* must* include* psychoacoustic*
principles*and*nonlinearities*of*the*human*auK
ditory*model.*In*specific*applications,*the*timK
bre* space* can* be* reduced* to* few* dimensions*
with* multidimensional* scaling* techniques*
(Grey,* 1977).* However,* it* is* necessary* to* preK
serve* the* elementKbyKelement* proximity* beK
tween* original* and* lowKdimensional* space* by*
using*nonlinear*reduction*techniques*and*nonK
Euclidean* distances* (McAdams* &* Cunible,*
1992).*
The* control* parameters* of* some* synthesis*
technique*have*a*tighter*relation*with*the*outK
put*timbre*due*to*the*intrinsic*characteristic*of*
the*algorithm*generating*sound.*Additive*synK
thesis* provides* control* of* amplitude* and* freK
quency* of* individual* spectral* components,*
which* explicitly* characterize* the* timbre* of*
both* harmonic* and* inharmonic* sounds.* When*
sound*synthesis*is*based*on*a*database*of*hetK
erogeneous* samples,* it* is* possible* to* analyze*
the* timbre* characteristics* of* the* sources* and*

use* this* information* in* the* control* layer.* ConK
catenative* synthesis* (Schwarz,* Beller,* VerK
brugghe,* &* Britton,* 2006),* an* extension* of*
granular* synthesis,* explicitly* provides* control*
over* specific* sound* descriptors.* The* synthesis*
sequences*grains*from*a*corpus*of*segmented*
and* analyzed* samples,* according* to* the* coorK
dinate* of* a* low* dimensional* interactive* deK
scriptors*space,*which*represent*an*interactive*
timbre* control* structure.* Through* experience,*
humans* can* identify* mechanical* aspects* (maK
terial,*shape,*cause,*location)*of*the*event*that*
generates*sound*by*auditory*cues*(Emmerson,*
1998).* In* the* same* way* we* can* predict* the*
sound* of* a* mechanical* event,* including* perK
formers* playing* musical* instruments.* Physical*
modelling* synthesis* simulates* the* mechanical*
phenomenon*governing*acoustic*sound*generK
ation.* The* correlation* between* control* and*
timbre* is* still* complex* and* nonlinear,* but*
known*to*users.*Therefore,*explicit*timbre*maK
nipulation*is*almost*immediate.*
TimbreKoriented* control* strategies* has*
been*proposed*from*the*pioneer*work*of*WesK
sel* (1979),* in* which* subjective* timbre* dissimiK
larities* between* orchestral* instruments* synK
thesis* patches* were* measured,* reduced* to* a*
2D*interactive*space,*and*then*used*to*control*
the*additive*synthesizer.*The*parameters*were*
generated* by* interpolating* between* those* of*
the* original* patches* used* for* the* listening*
tests.* This* allowed* generating* a* wider* specK
trum*of*timbres*than*that*presented*in*the*lisK
tening* tests.* Moreover* this* provided* a* drastic*
reduction*of*the*control*space*and*perceptualK
ly* meaningful* control* dimensions.* Subjective*
listening*was*replaced*with*computerized*perK
ceptual*analysis*of*sounds*by*Jehan*&*Schoner*
(2001)* in* a* synthesis* engine* that* models* and*
predicts*the*timbre*of*acoustic*instrument.*The*
analysis* included* in* pitch,* loudness,* and* timK
bre’s* descriptors* such* as* brightness,* noisiness*
and* energy* of* the* bark* critical* bands.* ClusterK
weighted* modeling* approximates* synthesis*
parameters* from* timbre* descriptions,* predicts*
a*timbre*given*a*new*set*of*parameters.*Arfib,*
Couturier,*Kessous,*&*Verfaille*(2002)*generalK
ized* the* different* approaches* for* a* timbreK
oriented* control* introducing* perceptual* layer*
in* the* mapping* from* gesture* to* musical* inK
strument.* Including* the* intermediate* percepK
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tual* space* in* the* modular* mapping* of* musical*
interfaces* improves* sensitivity* and* efficiency*
of* the* interaction.* Seago* (2013)* proposes* a*
method*for*searches*in*timbre*spaces*based*on*
weighted* centroid* localization,* claiming* the*
quasiKlinearity* of* these* spaces* and* explicit* asK
sociation* of* individual* dimensions* with* acousK
tical* attributes.* Therefore,* searches* should*
return*a*single*and*optimal*solution.*This*techK
nique*address*usability*problems*of*sound*synK
thesis* and* it* affords* engagement* with* the*
sound*itself,*rather*than*with*irrelevant*timbre*
visual*representations.*
When* the* parametersKtoKsound* relationK
ship* of* a* specific* synthesis* algorithm* is* unK
known,* it* is* still* possible* to* implement* a* perK
ceptually* related* control* by* measuring* psyK
choacoustic* sound* descriptors* and* generating*
a* model* of* the* synthesizer* response,* required*
for*the*mapping.*This*approach*presents*chalK
lenges*in*computing*an*accurate*model*and*in*
retrieving*coherent*parameters,*but*it*guaranK
tees* independency* between* control* strategy*
and* synthesis* method.* In* this* work* we* adopt*
and* extend* a* similar* strategy,* which* is* also*
found* in* other* systems.* A* timbre* space* comK
posed*of*the*principal*components*of*the*specK
tral* output* of* an* FM* synthesizer* is* used* to*
generate* interactively* auditory* icons* and* ‘earK
cons’*(Nicol,*Brewster,*&*Gray,*2004).*A*generK
ic* and* modular* framework,* including* feature*
evaluators,* parametric* synthesizers,* distance*
metrics,* and* parameter* optimizers* controls*
the* synthesis* with* a* set* of* wellKdefined* and*
arbitrary* acoustic* features* (Hoffman* &* Cook,*
2006),*extending*the*work*of*Puckette*(2004).*
This*approach*minimizes*the*distance*between*
target* and* synthesized* sonic* characteristic,*
which* are* userKdefined* or* computed* from* a*
reference*sound.*Klügel,*Becker,*&*Groh*(2014)*
propose*a*collaborative*and*perceptually*relatK
ed*sound*synthesizer*controlled*by*multiKtouch*
tabletop,*where*the*interactive*timbre*space*is*
mapped* and* visually* represented.* Generative*
topographic* techniques* are* used* to* map* perK
ceptual* audio* features* to* synthesis* parameK
ters.* Computational* challenges* in* performing*
a* deep* timeKfrequency* analysis* with* high* diK
mensional*parameters*space*are*identified*but*
not* addressed.* An* approach* based* on* fuzzy*
models,* manually* defined* by* experts,* expose*

to*users*a*large*set*of*intuitive*and*natural*timK
bre* descriptors,* which* allows* novice* users* to*
effectively* control* the* synthesis* algorithm* by*
visual*programming*(Pošćić*&*Kreković,*2013).*
Strategies* for* perceptually* related* control*
of* audio* mosaicing* systems* has* been* introK
duced*as*well.*In*this*case*the*sound*synthesis*
is* replaced* with* the* sequential* playback* of*
samples* retrieved* from* a* database* organized*
according*to*audio*descriptors.*This*generates*
evolving* timbre* and* textures.* Proposed* imK
plementations* (Lazier* &* Cook,* 2003;* Schnell,*
Cifuentes,* &* Lambert,* 2010;* Grill,* 2012)* map*
the*analyzed*samples*collection*onto*a*twoK*or*
threeKdimensional* sonic* map* defined* after*
longK*and*shortKterm*sound*analyses.*

3.(Timbre(space(for(synthesis(control(
This* section* briefly* summarizes* our* apK
proach* to* perceptually* related* synthesis* conK
trol*through*timbre*spaces.*We*assume*having*
no*prior*knowledge*of*the*synthesis*algorithm*
and* of* the* relationship* between* parameters*
and*output*sound,*neither*this*provided*by*usK
ers.*The*parametersKtoKsound*model*is*derived*
from* inputKoutput* observations.* In* particular*
we* use* machine* listening* techniques* to* ‘hear’*
the*timbre*almost*like*humans.*Further*we*asK
sume* univocal* relation* between* parameters*
and* sound,* excluding* random* variables* in* the*
generation* algorithm,* while* we* tolerate* not*
univocal* sound* to* parameters* relationship.*
Therefore,* this* control* strategy* is* compatible*
with*any*deterministic*sound*synthesizer.*
Performing* a* full* parametersKtoKsound*
characterization*of*a*synthesizer*is*a*demandK
ing*task.*The*set*of*possible*parameter*permuK
tations*we*have*to*analyze*grows*exponentialK
ly* with* the* number* of* parameters* and* their*
possible* values,* which* is* equal* to* at* least* 127*
for* the* realKvalued* ones* (e.g.* 33G* permutaK
tions* with* 5* realKvalued* parameters).* The* full*
characterization* requires* excessive* computaK
tional*resources*and*time.*In*this*context*this*is*
generally* not* required.* Firstly,* when* performK
ing,* users* interact* only* with* few* synthesis* paK
rameters,*the*remaining*are*fixed*given*a*speK
cific* synthesis* patch.* Secondly,* the* control*
resolution*of*realKvalued*parameters*is*high*to*
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avoid*sound*glitches*in*the*realKtime*synthesis*
control,* though* for* the* analysis,* a* lower* resoK
lution*can*still*provide*accurate*modeling*while*
drastically* reducing* the* number* of* permutaK
tions* to* measure.* Further,* the* soundKtoK
parameters* analysis* aims* to* identify* only* the*
timbre* components* that* change* varying* the*
nonKfixed* synthesis* parameters.* We* do* not*
intend* to* carry* out* a* comprehensive* timbre*
characterization.*Therefore,*users*can*contribK
ute*in*reducing*analysis*and*mapping*complexK
ities* also* by* discarding* descriptors* that* are*
steady* or* not* relevant,* and* by* limiting* the*
analysis* only* to* a* specific* subKregion* of* the*
ADSR*envelope.*Further,*the*method*presentK
ed* here* is* independent* of* the* specific* deK
scriptors* selected* for* the* analysis,* detailed* in*
Section*5.*
Given* the* set* of* variable* parameters,* with*
their* analysis* range* and* resolution,* we* comK
pute* the* matrix* I* which* includes* all* permutaK
tion*vectors*ij*of*variable*parameters.*One*at*a*
time* and* automatically,* the* synthesizer* is*
driven* with* the* ij,* and* the* sound* is* analyzed*
computing* vectors* of* perceptually* related* deK
scriptors* dj,* accumulated* in* D.* The* matrices* I*
and* D* model* the* parametersKtoKsound* relaK
tionship*of*a*specific*synthesizer,*according*to*
userKdefined* settings.* The* matrices* have* difK
ferent* dimensionality* but* identical* number* of*
elements*(ij*and*dj,*associated*pairwise).*
Our*control*strategy*maps*the*user*control*
space* C* onto* the* parameter* space* I* through*
the*timbre*space*D.*We*assume*that*C*has*up*
to* three* components,* which* are* statistically*
independent* and* uniformly* distributed* in* a*
fixed* range.* Most* generalKpurpose* musical*
controllers* are* compliant* with* this* model.* For*
instance* the* control* data* generated* interactK
ing*with*a*touchpad*can*be*represented*with*a*
uniformly* distributed* square.* The* proposed*
generative* mapping* strategy* address* issues*
such* as* high* dimensionality* of* the* timbre*
space*D,*the*arbitrary*shape*and*distribution*of*
D,* and* possible* not* oneKtoKone* relationship*
between*vectors*dj*and*ij*(similar*timbres*genK
erated* with* different* synthesis* parameters).*
To* compute* the* mapping,* the* dimensionality*
of*D(is*reduced*to*the*one*of*C*using*ISOMAP*
(Tenenbaum,* Silva,* &* Langford,* 2000).* Then,*
the* entries* in* the* lowKdimensional* timbre*

space* D** are* rearranged* into* a* uniformly* disK
tributed*space*DU**(line,*square*or*cube)*using*
a*homotopic*iterative*transformation*that*preK
serve* the* neighbourhood* relationships*
(Nguyen,* Burkardt,* Gunzburger,* Ju,* &* Saka,*
2009).* The* obtained* space* DU*( share* identical*
geometrical*and*statistical*characteristics*with*
the* space* C.* We* model* the* inverse* of* this*
transformation*with*the*function*m(%),*which*is*
implemented* with* a* feedKforward* ANN* perK
forming* the* regression* from* the* lowK
dimensional* and* uniformly* distributed* timbre*
space*DU**to*the*lowKdimensional*timbre*space*
D*.* The* ANN* is* trained* with* a* back* propagaK
tion* iterative* algorithm.* Reduction* and* redisK
tribution*do*not*alter*the*number*of*entries*in*
the* timbre* space.* Pairwise* association* beK
tween*d*j*or*dU*j*and*the*relative*ij*are*still*valid.*
The*mapping*from*the*user*control*vector*c*to*
the* synthesis* parameter* vector* i* is* therefore*
defined*in*the*equation*below.*
*
i = i j : argmin d j − m(c) *
j

The* mapping* returns* the* parameter* vector* i(
equal* to* the* ij% of* I* associated* with* the* timbre*
vector* d*j* in* D** closer* to* the* projection* of* the*
user* control* vector* c* onto* the* reduced* timbre*
space* m(c).* To* cope* with* the* limited* parameK
ters* resolution* of* the* analysis* stage,* the* realK
time* mapping* includes* temporal* and* spatial*
interpolations* (inverse* distance* weighting)* of*
the* synthesis* parameters,* as* detailed* in*
(Fasciani,* 2014).* For* addressing* the* possible*
parameters*discontinuities*in*the*ij*stream*due*
to* the* not* oneKtoKone* relationship* between*
sound* and* parameters,* we* also* presented* a*
search* strategy* for* the* closer* d*j* restricted* to*
the*subset*of*D**that*guarantee*continuity*and*
space*explorability.*
In*Figure*2*we*illustrate*a*basic*example*of*
our*control*strategy,*which*provides*a*percepK
tually*related*and*dimensionality*reduced*synK
thesis* control* space.* The* figure* shows* a* twoK
dimensional*parameter*space.*Each*parameter*
can*assume*8*different*values,*giving*a*total*64*
permutations,* represented* with* the* black* cirK
cles.* The* blue,* green,* and* red* lines* illustrate*
different* divergent* mappings* that* reduce* the*
control*space*from*two*to*one*dimension.*The*
linear* mapping,* in* blue,* can* retrieve* only* few*
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entries* in* the* parameter* space,* losing* most*
permutations*and*likely*timbres.*The*nonlinear*
mapping,* in* green,* arranges* the* 64* possible*
parameter*permutations*on*a*single*line,*but*it*
does* not* guarantee* any* timbre* continuity* or*
meaningful* organization* of* the* generated*
sound.* Finally* the* red* dotted* line* represents*
our* mapping* strategy,* where* the* 64* possible*
synthesizer* states* are* sorted* on* a* single* diK
mension*according*to*their*previously*analysed*
timbre.* The* arrangement* can* follow* the* most*
varying* perceptually* related* descriptor* within*
the* parameter* space,* or* a* userKdefined* deK
scriptor.* This* mapping* appears* random* in* the*
parameter* space* but* it* is* systematic* in* the*
timbre* space.* This* control* strategy* supports*
any* dimensionality* of* the* parameter* space* I,*
timbre*space*D,*and*user*control*space*C.*

To*speed*up*the*analysis,*the*execution*can*
be* run* in* realKtime* while* users* interactively*
explore* the* parameters* space* of* the* syntheK
sizer.* Parameters* and* descriptor* vectors* are*
progressively* accumulated* in* I* and* D.* The*
analysis* can* be* executed* on* the* current* paK
rameter*configuration*generating*a*single*pair*
i–d,* or* it* can* run* continuously* producing* a*
stream* of* i* and* d.* After* setting* the* synthesis*
parameters* to* i* we* typically* wait* 50K100* ms*
before* starting* to* analyze* the* sound.* This* alK
lows* sufficient* time* to* the* synthesizer* for* reK
sponding*to*the*new*configuration.*This*is*not*
possible* when* vectors* i* are* presented* as* a*
stream* and* the* analysis* runs* continuously.* To*
compute*a*reliable*parametersKtoKsound*modK
el*it*is*therefore*essential*to*measure*and*conK
sider*the*response*time*of*the*synthesizer.*The*
two* streams* of* vectors* have* to* be* reKaligned*
associating*each*i*with*the*corresponding*d.*In*
our* implementation,* presented* in* Section* 5,*
Virtual* Studio* Technology* (VST)* synthesizers*
are* hosted* in* Max/MSP.* In* this* context* we*
found*that*the*i*to*d*misalignment*Tresp*(measK
ured*in*number*of*vectors)*depends*on*analysis*
window* size,* analysis* window* step,* and*
Max/MSP*signal*vector*size,*as*in*the*equation*
below.*
Tresp = round ((win / step) + (vect MaxMSP / step)) *

(
Figure( 2:( Illustration* of* synthesis* control* space*
twoKtoKone* reduction,* using* linear* mapping*
(blue),* nonlinear* mapping* (green),* and* timbre*
space* mapping* (red* dotted).* For* the* latter,* the*
synthesis* states* are* sorted* on* a* single* control*
dimension*according*to*timbre*characteristics.(

4.(Interactive(and(optimized(timbre(
space(computation(
Implementing* the* method* described*
above,* the* time* required* for* performing* the*
parametersKtoKsound* analysis* and* computing*
the*mapping*was*often*exceeding*half*an*hour.*
The* time* strongly* depends* on* the* number* of*
entries*in*I*and*on*the*dimensionality*of*C.*We*
address* this* issue* introducing* an* interactive*
analysis*and*mapping*strategy*improvements.*

When* performing* the* analysis* we* usually*
compute*multiple*d*for*each*i,*which*are*postK
processed*and*merged*into*a*single*descriptor*
vector.* This* reduces* measurement* noise* takK
ing* the* average* of* more* observations,* and* alK
lows* including* longerKterm* features* of* instanK
taneous* descriptors,* such* as* their* variation*
range*and*periodicity.*In*the*continuous*analyK
sis* this* can* be* performed* in* a* later* stage,* by*
grouping* descriptor* vectors* d* related* to* the*
same*parameter*vector*i.*However,*it*is*unlikeK
ly*to*find*identical*vectors*i*when*users*interact*
with* highKresolution* controllers.* This* is* detriK
mental* for* the* system* because* I* and* D* would*
determine*poor*modeling*(a*single*observation*
d)*and*high*computational*load*(large*number*
of* dKi* pairs).* Hence,* before* computing* the*
mapping* we* reduce* the* resolution* of* the* paK
rameters* in* I* to* userKdefined* values.* Then* we*
merge* iKd* pairs* with* identical* synthesis* paK
rameters,*computing*average*and*range*of*the*
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descriptors.* The* periodicity* cannot* be* estiK
mated* because* the* observations* may* not* be*
consecutive.* We* also* provide* an* alternative*
method*to*reduce*the*automatic*analysis*time,*
running* VST* and* Max/MSP* in* nonKrealKtime*
mode*so*that*audio*samples*are*generated*and*
analyzed*at*a*rate*higher*than*the*audio*samK
pling*period,*fully*using*the*CPU*power.*
In* the* mapping* computation* the* most*
computationally*demanding*part*was*the*back*
propagation* iterative* training* algorithm* for*
the* multilayer* ANN,* which* performs* the* reK
gression* DU** to* D*.* We* replaced* this* with* the*
ELM*(Huang*et*al.,*2006),*which*is*an*efficient*
and* not* iterative* training* procedure.* ConvenK
tional* learning* methods* require* seeing* the*
training*data*before*generating*parameters*of*
the* hidden* neurons,* while* ELM* can* randomly*
generate*these*in*advance.*With*ELM*we*train*
a* singleKhidden* layer* feedKforward* ANN* ranK
domly* choosing* the* input* weights* and* bias*
coefficients* of* the* hidden* nodes.* Thereafter*
the*output*weights*are*computed*analytically.*
The* introduction* of* ELM* allows* to* train* in*
shorter* time* larger* ANN,* which* determines*
faster* mapping* computation* and* higher* accuK
racy.* Over* a* large* set* of* mapping* test* cases,*
the* introduction* of* ELM* training* algorithm*
determined* an* average* 98%* reduction* of* the*
training*time,*a*87%*reduction*of*the*realKtime*
mapping*time,*and*a*sensible*improvement*of*
the* regression* accuracy,* measured* with* the*
Mean*Squared*Error*(MSE).*We*use*a*growing*
algorithm*to*design*the*ANN*providing*a*satisK
factory*regression.*Starting*with*10*neurons*in*
the* hidden* layer,* we* grow* the* network* by* 10*
units* at* a* time,* allowing* a* maximum* of* 200*
neurons,*until*the*MSE*is*below*0.01.**
The* homotopic* uniform* redistribution* and*
of* the* ISOMAP* dimensionality* reduction* are*
other* computationally* demanding* compoK
nents.*In*the*functional*prototype,*described*in*
Section* 5,* their* implementation* has* been* opK
timized*to*provide*a*tradeoff*between*accuraK
cy*and*fast*execution.*Moreover*we*integrated*
synthesizer,* analysis,* mapping* computation,*
realKtime* mapping,* visualizations,* and* user*
interface*in*a*single*environment.*This*had*imK
proved* the* computation* efficiency,* reduced*
the* data* exchange* overhead,* and* simplified*
the*user*workflow,*executed*in*a*single*GraphK

ical*User*Interface*(GUI).*On*the*overall*we*reK
duced*by*82%*the*mapping*computation*time,*
and*by*94%*the*analysis*automated*computaK
tion* time.* The* alternative* interactive* analysis*
determines* no* time* overhead* for* computing*
the* interactive* timbre* space.* In* Figure* 3* we*
illustrate* the* previous* and* current* system* imK
plementations.*The*first*was*also*part*of*a*sysK
tem* for* the* vocal* control* of* sound* synthesis*
through* timbre* spaces.* The* seamless* integraK
tion*of*the*different*component*of*the*system*
further* simplifies* the* procedure* to* compute*
personalized* mappings* through* the* timbre*
space,*according*to*users’*preferences*and*cusK
tomized* for* their* specific* synthesizers.* The*
proposed* timbre* space* mapping* method* proK
vided* satisfactory* performances,* evaluated* in*
(Fasciani,* 2014;* Fasciani* &* Wyse,* 2015).* We*
measured* quantitative* metrics* such* as* the*
percentage*of*retrievable*synthesis*parameter*
permutations,* parameters* continuity,* and*
timbre* space* losses* over* an* extensive* set* of*
synthesizers.*The*computational*optimizations*
and*usability*improvements*described*here*did*
not*determine*any*performance*drop.*

*
Figure( 3:* Illustration* of* a)* previous* and* b)* curK
rent* system* implementations.* The* latter,* inK
cluding*improved*mapping*algorithms,*presents*
a*single*GUI*and*seamless*integration*of*the*difK
ferent*components.*
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5.(FullyHfunctional(integrated(prototype(
The* soundKtoKparameter* analysis,* the*
mapping* computation,* and* the* realKtime*
mapping* have* been* implemented* in* a*
standalone*and*fully*functional*prototype,*preK
senting*an*integrated*GUI,*which*exposes*sysK
tem*settings*and*mapping*options.*Prototype,*
source* code,* user* guide,* screenshots,* and*
demo*
videos*
are*
available*
at*
http://stefanofasciani.com/tsm4vsts.html.* The*
prototype* is* implemented* in* Max/MPS* and* it*
hosts* VST* software* synthesizer* using* the* naK
tive*vst~*object.*The*FTM*library*(Schnell,*BorK
ghesi,* Schwarz,* Bevilacqua,* &* Muller,* 2005)*
and* adKhoc* externals* are* extensively* used* for*
the* analysis* and* realKtime* mapping.* The* ISOK
MAP* and* homotopic* uniform* redistribution*
algorithms* are* particularly* complex* and* have*
not*yet*been*ported*to*Max/MSP.*Therefore*a*
part* of* the* mapping* computation* is* still* imK
plemented* in* a* MATLAB* script.* However* this*
has*been*compiled*in*a*standalone*executable*
that* runs* in* background* and* communicates*
with* Max/MSP* via* the* Open* Sound* Control*
(OSC)* protocol.* This* process* is* completely*

transparent* to* users.* This* system* can* be* seen*
as*a*VST*synthesizers*wrapper*that*exposes*an*
alternative* control* strategy,* as* illustrated* in*
the* diagram* of* Figure* 3* b).* The* VST* and* synK
thesis*patch*can*be*stored*to*and*recalled*from*
presets,*which*also*save*mapping,*analysis*and*
system* settings.* The* GUI* of* the* prototype,* in*
Figure*4,*includes*advanced*options*to*further*
customize*the*timbre*space*mapping.*The*sysK
tem* implementation* provides* sufficient* flexiK
bility*to*support*different*workflows*and*interK
action* strategies.* The* parametersKtoKsound*
analysis* includes* five* different* modalities.*
Available*analysis*descriptors*include*loudness*
of*Bark*critical*bands,*MFCC,*PLP,*and*spectral*
moments,* with* possible* addition* of* variation*
range*and*periodicity.*The*mapping*can*be*reK
computed* changing* most* timbre* options*
without* executing* a* new* analysis.* Users* are*
provided* with* options* to* tune* the* mapping* in*
realKtime.*An*interactive*colorKcoded*visualizaK
tion* of* the* timbre* space,* as* in* Figure* 5,* supK
ports* the* development* of* control* intimacy*
with*mappings*generated*unsupervisedly.*

*

*
Figure(4:(GUI*of*the*fully*functional*prototype*implementing*the*timbre*space*mapping*for*VST*synthesizers.*
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